SUMMARY This work is concerned with the problem of robot localization using standard RFID tags as landmarks and an RFID reader as a landmark sensor. A main advantage of such an RFID-based localization system is the availability of landmark ID measurement, which trivially solves the data association problem. While the main drawback of an RFID system is its low spatial accuracy. The result in this paper is an improvement of the localization accuracy for a standard short-range RFID sensor. One of the main contributions is a proposal of a machine learning approach in which multiple classifiers are trained to distinguish RFID-signal features of each location. Another contribution is a design tool for tag arrangement by which the tag configuration needs not be manually designed by the user, but can be automatically recommended by the system. The effectiveness of the proposed technique is evaluated experimentally with a real mobile robot and an RFID system.
Introduction
This work is concerned with the problem of robot localization using a short-range RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) sensor. In a few years, RFID tags may be attached to various objects, e.g. furniture, pillars and walls, in office environments. If a mobile robot is equipped with an RFID tag reader to communicate with them, the RFID tags can be viewed as low-cost landmarks for self-localization. A main advantage of such an RFID system is its robustness. The availability of landmark ID measurements makes trivial the data association problem, i.e. the problem of associating N observed features to N landmarks. While the main drawback of an RFID system is its low spatial accuracy. Methods that overcome this accuracy problem would be useful for a robust and efficient self-localization system. The result in this paper is an improvement of the localization accuracy for a short-range RFID sensor by using a machine learning technique.
Self-localization is a fundamental problem in mobile robotics and has been intensively studied in the last decades [1] - [44] , on several types of sensors includ- ing sonars [45] , vision sensors [21] , laser range finders (LRF) [22] , as well as on several types of recognition algorithms from batch algorithms [23] to online algorithms [22] . Also, in the frameworks of Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (SLAM) [24] , the self-localization has been considered a basic method and utilized for various purposes, such as data association [25] , loop-closing [26] as well as kidnapped robot problem [27] . The localization techniques have been widely applied to a variety of vehicles, not only office robots, but also search & rescue robots, intelligent wheelchair, humanoids, floor-cleaning and patrol robots [46] . What most of the existing systems have in common is some degree of data association errors. No landmark ID information is provided by standard sensors, such as vision sensors, LRF, etc. The landmark features are often misidentified even by the current best pattern-recognition techniques. As an example, SIFT features [28] that are widely used as robust landmarks in vision-based localization community, can be indistinguishable from one another when applied to a cluttered office [29] . Unfortunately, data association error is one of most serious errors in localization problems and might even cause structural errors in a self-localization system. Development of robust recognition techniques to deal with the data association error is an ongoing research topic.
On the other hand, an RFID-based localization system trivially solves the data association errors. Nearby landmarks within the robot's sensor range are detected and identified by their tag IDs [30] . Another desirable property is that no line-of-sight constraint between landmarks and the robot is required. These properties of RFID systems have been utilized for the localization and SLAM purposes in several studies [31] - [33] . However, most of them are a kind of multi-sensor fusion: the RFID sensor system is not used alone but combined with more accurate sensors like LRF. Such a multi-sensor fusion approach is effective but expensive in some applications, e.g. a low-price home robot application.
Early success in purely RFID-based localization can be found in long-range applications. Suppose a number of tags sparsely distributed in a large environment, an RFID reader can be viewed as a range sensor that provides distance-to-tag information. A representative example is the "range-only localization" system by Kurth [34] . In their work, an RFID reader is modeled as a time-of-flight range sensor with a Copyright c 2007 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers maximum range of around 20 m and a standard deviation of 1 m. This problem is quite different from the conventional "bearing-range localization" problems [21] , [22] where not only the range but also the bearing to a landmark is provided, e.g. by LRF. Their range-only localization technique is based on Kalman-filters and successful for a real robot system [34] , [35] . However, the RFID sensor is corrupted by very large noises when used at short range. For example, the noise deviation can be 3 m or more when the distance-to-tag is less than 3 m. Such erroneous short-range measurements are simply ignored by their system [34] .
In this paper, we address the problem of RFID-based localization in a short range application. Suppose a small number of tags are densely distributed in a small office ( Figs. 1 and 2 ), e.g. an office sized 5 m × 5 m, only shortrange measurements may be obtained. Our system is composed of active tags as well as a short-range RFID reader, which detects nearby tags based on their signal intensity. A difficulty arises from the fact that the intensity signals at neighboring locations are similar to each other and not simply distinguishable. Moreover, signals are affected by the environment condition as well as by the electric field. This makes it difficult for a system designer to model in advance the signal noise characteristics. Thus, some model or internal representation should be learned online by the robot-self based on its history of exploration and sensing.
One of our main contribution is a proposal of a machine learning approach [36] - [38] to such a short-range application. This approach is based on a machine learning technique, Support Vector Machine (SVM) [40] . A binary SVM classifier is trained in order to distinguish between signals at a certain location and signals at the other locations. The multi-class problem of the robot localization is reformulated as a set of binary classification problems. Then, multiple independent classifiers are trained for each candidate location. In addition, variety of virtual training examples are synthesized by a novel technique from a limited number of real sensor measurements. As a result, an internal representation of the transformation from a sensor measurement to the corresponding location ID is obtained. Although a lot of research about the pattern recognition for mobile robot localization have been performed in recent years e.g. [9] , [12] , [15] , [22] , there have been yet few studies on such an SVMbased localization problem. A most relevant work is visionbased localization technique by Morita et al. [39] . In their work, a key advantage of an SVM-based learner is described that it is almost free from the manual setting of threshold values and parameters. This is contrastive to many existing learning techniques that require such manual settings. In addition, a two stage SVM method is proposed that employ two types of SVMs, one for object recognition and another for robot localization. Their vision-based localization was successful in complex outdoor environments. Our system is also based on SVM techniques but using a very different type of sensor, a short range RFID sensor. Our fundamental difference from the above cited work lies in our ability to deal with the low-resolutional time-varying RF measurements.
Our second contribution is a design tool for tag arrangement. In the previous studies [31] - [34] , the configuration of tags with respect to the environment is manually designed. However, there is no guarantee that such a manually designed configuration is an optimal one. This is problematic since the localization performance depends strongly on the tag configuration, the obstacle configuration as well as the electric field. This problem could be more serious in practice, since many potential users would have no expert knowledge of the RFID technology or the robot localization. A brute-force strategy such as distributing many tags densely over the entire workspace might be costful and not practical. Hence, a function of recommending a best tag configuration to its users would be very useful. Our solution is a kind of hypothesize-and-test approach: (1) a set of hypothesized tag-configurations are randomly generated in a simulated environment, (2) utility of each configuration is evaluated according to the aforementioned SVM-based localization technique, then (3) a best hypothesis with the highest utility score is recommended to the user. A simple objective function can be designed by the user in order to establish interactive decision making. This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the main architecture of the proposed system is illustrated and some assumptions are made. In Sect. 3, the basic usage of SVM in the context of the localization problem is described. In Sect. 4, the technique of tag arrangement is presented. In Sect. 5, experimental results of the localization and the tag arrangement tasks are reported and discussed. In Sect. 6, the conclusions are provided.
Overview of the System
The purpose of self-localization is to estimate the robot's location as accurate as possible. A set of candidate locations are given in advance by the user. The robot is initially placed at an unknown viewpoint, and then, the robot is required to narrow the candidates given a set of sensor measurements. This is a basic localization problem, which is considered an element of other localization frameworks such as global localization [23] as well as kidnapped robot problem [27] .
The mobile robot is equipped with an RFID reader that is used as an RFID sensor by our system (Fig. 1) . The RFID sensor is based on active tags, which have its own power source. Signals from multiple tags can be concurrently read by an RFID reader. The signal strength diminishes with respect to the distance between the reader and the tag. The signal is also affected by obstacles between the reader and the tag. The signal intensity has a strong relationship with the sensor range. The sensor range can be several mili-meter, several centi-meter or several meter according to the ISO specification. In our case, the sensor range is up to around 3 m. The unique ID signal is sent by a tag in random with an average of 7 seconds. The send-cycle depends on the RFID system, and there is usually a tradeoff between the sendcycle and the battery-life. The send-cycle is unique for the system and known in advance.
From the user's point of view, some practical constraints should be imposed on the tags. For example, a bruteforce strategy like distributing many tags densely over the entire workspace might be costful and not practical. In addition, standard RFID tags may not be customized for the robot localization purpose, but should be used for various purposes. Hence, the following constraints are put on the tags.
• Any tag should not be placed on the floor.
• Only the standard ID data is available for every tag. The localization procedure is composed of two main phases, training phase and classification phase. The training phase is aimed to learn characteristics of signals that would be received at each location. The robot is initially placed at each location and allowed to explore several viewpoints nearby the start location for a certain period of time. After the exploration, features are extracted from the raw sensor signals, and a set of training examples are generated for each location. Then, a binary SVM classifier is trained for each location in order to distinguish between signals at the location and signals at the other locations. When the training phase has finished, it becomes possible to estimate the location given a set of sensor measurements. The classification phase is aimed to identify at which locations the robot is currently located. In this phase, a set of features are extracted in the same way as in the training phase, then the samples are input to the SVMs. As a result, a classification result is output by the SVM for each input sample, representing whether the input sample is or is not similar with the learned samples. Based on the similarity values, the final decision will be made by the system. 
Localization Method

A Multi-Class SVM
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a model of binary classifier. SVM is based on structural risk minimization principle in computational learning theory [40] . Given a pair of separable sample sets, a positive and a negative example sets, SVM determines a hyperplane of separating band that would separate even unseen positive and negative samples in the high-dimensional feature space. In the case of non-separable sample sets, a penalty on the objective function is introduced for misclassified samples. SVM has some desirable characteristics in real world applications. Firstly, the hyperplanes are determined so as to minimize the structural risk, and give good generative performance. Secondly, optimality of the training results is guaranteed, in the sense that its training is a convex function optimization. Thirdly, a complex hyperplane can be achieved by using kernel trick technique.
The formulation of SVM is a binary classification problem, hence SVM is basically a binary classifier. Some extension is needed in the case of multi-class problems. The self-localization is a multi-class problem of classifying multiple candidates of location, and is reformulated as a set of binary classification problems. Our multi-class extension is a one-versus-rest (or one-against-all) output encoding scheme. One SVM classifier is trained for each candidate location and used for distinguishing the location's features from the other locations' features.
SVMs are needed. The sign of the SVM outputs {−1, +1} is used as the classification result. This output value gives a Boolean value corresponding that the robot is or is not at the corresponding location.
Generating Synthesized Sensor Data
In order to efficiently learn the relationship between sensor data and robot's location, a variety of training data is required by SVM. Specifically, various sensor data is expected because sensor data is influenced not only by the robot's viewpoint, but also by time, by material of occluding objects as well as by magnetic or electromagnetic field. This is problematic since the time allowed in the training phase is typically very limited to obtain sufficient amount of sensor data.
To deal with this problem, a various of sensor data is synthesized from real sensor data. Let T denote the period of RFID signals, N T the number of observed tags, S (t) a real vector of N T dimension representing the signal received at a time t. If any signal is received from the tag #i, the i-th element S i (t) of S (t) is set as received signal's intensity, otherwise, set as 0. Regarding a signal S (t) at t will be similar with the signal S (t + T ) in the next period, one period T of signal sequence
is defined as minimum unit of training data. Now, N S synthesized signal sequences are generated by iterating the following two phases alternatively.
1. Randomly sample one period of signal sequence S t from the real signal sequence. 2. Randomly sample T integer values k 0 , k 1 , · · ·, k T −1 , and generate a synthesized signal sequence Figure 3 illustrates the procedure of generating a synthesized signal sequence and a feature vector. Let t s and t e respectively denote the start and the end points in time of the real sequence, the range of k i is determined as t s ≤ t + k i T ≤ t e . 
Localization with a Set of SVM
Each SVM is trained so as to identify each L n (n ∈ [0, N L − 1]) using two sets of feature vectors, the positive examples that are likely acquired at the location L n , and the negative examples that are likely acquired at the other locations Figure 4 illustrates how the entire set is divided into the positive and the negative sets. The training procedure is as follows. First, a feature vector is generated from each synthesized signal sequence, as a real vector of N T dimension. This feature vector is computed as an average of signal intensity:
After that, N E positive examples are simply sampled from the set of feature vectors for L n , while N E negative examples are sampled from the feature vectors for another location L n (n n) selected randomly. In the above procedure, a robust feature is extracted by averaging a fixed-length synthesized signal sequence (SSS). The length of SSS is fixed to one period of signals, e.g. 7 s. In general, there is a tradeoff between length of the SSS and robustness of the extracted feature. If the SSS length is set longer than one signal period, the signal feature could be more robust. However, such a strategy requires the robot to stay at one location for more than one period. Hence, the desirable length of SSS should depend on the individual applications. Our case can be viewed as a most simple case, one period length SSS.
In the classification phase, every time new data arrives, the data is input to every SVM. Then, a Boolean value ∈ {−1, +1} is given by each SVM. If the output value is positive, it can be said likelihood of the robot being located at the corresponding location is high, otherwise, low. A positive value may be output by more than one SVM. For example, if there are ten SVMs and positive values are output by only two SVMs, and if either of these two SVMs corresponds to the true robot's location, it can be said that the localization is successful with 80% accuracy. Our decoding scheme for the multiple SVM is motivated by the general self-localization framework of multiple hypothesis tracking (MHT), allowing multiple hypotheses (of the robot location) to coexist until enough evidence is available [22] . In the MHT framework, the robot sometimes does not really know where it is exactly, but is able to narrow the location candidates (hypotheses) if it moves to a novel viewpoint and makes additional observations. Our scheme of narrowing the location candidates would be effective in such a general self-localization framework.
Tag Arrangement Method
Success of localization depends largely on arrangement of the RFID tags. On the other hand, it is often difficult for the users to arrange tags in effective locations. Thus, there is a tradeoff between the cost of the robot localization task and the cost of the tag arrangement task.
This problem is partially similar with the traditional problems of landmark selection [18] , [41] , [42] , landmark design [43] , as well as landmark arrangement [44] . In general, there are various candidates of the landmark arrangement. Each candidate C j of the arrangement should be evaluated with respect to its localization utility. A most simple way of this evaluation is that the user actually creates the landmark arrangement in the real environment and then tests the localization utility in the created environment. Unfortunately, this method is not practical in terms of the user's cost, since the number of candidates is exponential to the number of landmarks. A more practical way is that the system creates a set of virtual arrangements {C j } and tests the localization utility of each candidate C j in a computer-simulated environment.
There are two possible approaches to create such a virtual environment as well as to simulate sensor measurements. One is a model-based approach where an intermediate model (e.g. 3D geometric model) is reconstructed from actual sensor measurements and then can be used to simulate sensor measurements at arbitrary viewpoints. Another method is a sensor-based approach where actual sensor measurements are directly used to simulate sensor measurements at the same viewpoints. Most of previous techniques are based on the model based approach, requiring some accurate sensor (e.g. LRF, a vision sensor) for the model reconstruction. Although this approach has an advantage that actual sensor measurements at only a few viewpoints are required, this approach is difficult in the case of inaccurate sensors like an RFID sensor where the model reconstruction itself becomes a costful and challenging task due to the large amount of disturbances. On the other hand, although the sensor-based approach requires sensor measurements at many viewpoints, this approach does not assume the reconstruction of any intermediate model nor the accurate sensors. It can be concluded that the sensor-based approach is a most relevant way to simulate sensor measurements in our case.
Given actual measurement Z for the actual tagarrangement C, a virtual measurement Z j for a virtual tagarrangement C j (⊂ C) can be created by the synthesis technique described in Sect. 3.2. Thus, Z j is created by replacing its i-th element Z i of Z with 0 if i C j . With above technique, the localization utility can be evaluated for arbitrary subset C j (⊂ C) of the actual tag set C. Taking this into account, the tag arrangement task is performed in the following procedure.
A user arranges as many tags C as possible in a random
configuration with respect to the real environment. 2. The robot collects sensor data by exploration and sensing in the real environment, evaluates utility of each possible arrangement C j (⊂ C) in the virtual environment, and based on the results, recommends to the user the best arrangement with a highest evaluation value. 3. The user removes from the real environment the tags that are not included in the recommended tags C j .
With this procedure, the cost of arranging and removing the tags is up to proportional to the number of tags and sufficiently low. Since there are impractical number of candidates of the tag arrangement, a practical number N C of candidates {C j } should be sampled. In addition, a simple objective function is designed by the user in order for an interactive decision making. This objective function is a form of penalty function, defined as a weighted sum of three kinds of penalty values. The first penalty value is represented by the "success rate" r s , measuring how much the localization being successful, determined as 1.0 if the SVM of the true location output any positive value or 0.0 otherwise. The second penalty value is "ambiguity" r a , measuring how many the N L candidate locations are narrowed down to, determined as the ratio of SVMs that output positive values. The third penalty is represented by the number N T of tags required for the tag arrangement. Based on these terminologies, the penalty function of a tag arrangement L is defined as
where w s , w a (∈ [0, 1]) are weighting coefficients and N To is a normalizing constant.
Experiments
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed techniques, an experiment with a real mobile robot system is conducted. The experimental environment is an office room, sized 6 m × 4.5 m, containing furniture, PCs, pillars, etc. An overview of the experimental environment is shown in Fig. 2 . The normalizing constant N T o is empirically set 100.
A preliminary experiment is performed to determine the SVM parameters. The SVM parameters are optimized with respect to the localization accuracy obtained in the preliminary experiments. Specifically, the Radial Basis Function (RBF) is chosen as the kernel function since the RBF kernel (with σ 2 = 5, = 15) has found to be most accurate. In the following experiments, the SVM parameters are fixed to these predetermined values.
25 active RFID tags are used at most in this experiment. The timings of sending signals are not controlled by the RFID sensor, but by the tag itself. The send-cycle between two successive signals is fixed. The timings are not synchronous between different tags. The sensing range of the RFID sensor is almost fixed and slightly depending on the surrounding conditions, e.g. occluding objects.
Our RFID system is SPIDER provided by RF-CODE, Inc † . The maximum sensing range of the RFID sensor is around 3 m. The time interval between two successive signals is T = 7 s. The function of multi-tag reading is available. Sensitivity of the reader is configurable in 8 levels. Level #1 corresponds to the highest intensity level, while level #8 corresponds to the lowest level.
Self-Localization
The purpose of our self-localization technique is to estimate the robot's location as accurate as possible. The number of candidate locations is N L = 10. Each candidate location is shown as a black rectangle with the corresponding tag ID number in Fig. 2 . The robot is initially placed at each of the 10 candidate locations, then the robot follows a randomlydetermined trajectory in a small area (0.5 m×0.5 m) centered at the candidate location for a short period of time (60 s). A set of sensor measurements from the RFID sensor are collected by the robot at a randomly determined viewpoint on the trajectory.
The collected sensor measurements are used for training phase or classification phase, as described in Sect. 2. For this aim, various of training or classification dataset are synthesized from the input sensor measurements in the procedure described in Sect. 3.2. A feature vector is extracted from each synthesized signal sequence by averaging the signal intensity as described in Sect. 3.3. Figures 5 (a) and (b) describe two examples of the extracted signal features at the locations #4 and #9. Either figure shows a histogram of 100 signal features at the corresponding candidate location. It can be seen that even though these features are obtained at the same location, variety of signal features are obtained. It can be also seen that even though the two histogram correspond to different locations, the histograms are partially similar with one another, and not simply differentiable. These similarity and dissimilarity make it a difficult problem to learn and classify the candidate locations.
The localization performance is evaluated in terms of the success rater s (averaged) and the ambiguityr a (averaged). The definition of the success rate and the ambiguity are same as the ones shown in Sect. 4. According to the definitions, the localization is most successful if a small number of classifiers (SVMs) output positive value and if one of them corresponds to the true robot location.
For statistical investigation, 1,000 different tag arrangements L are generated in a computer simulation. For each arrangement, synthesized training and classification datasets are generated, then the localization experiment is conducted to evaluate the localization performance. Figure 6 illustrates the performance results. The two graphs describe the relationships among the number of tags N T , the success rater s and the ambiguityr a . Either graph is the average of the results for 1,000 different tag arrangements. The error bar indicates the standard deviation. It can be seen from Fig. 6 (a) , the success rate increases as the number of tags increases. The success rate exceeds a high value 0.95 when the number of tags is larger than 14. From  Fig. 6 (b) , the ambiguity decreases as the number of tags increases. The ambiguity fall below 0.2 when the number of tags is larger than 10. It can be said that the localization performance is sufficiently high when more than 10 tags are used, in this experiment. This result is significant, since the localization is successful with a high localization accuracy, 0.5 m × 0.5 m, even though the range of the RFID sensor is short and the spatial resolution is low, 3 m.
Although in this experiment the robot is required to stay at one location for at least one period of time T = 7 s, recent years variety of low-cost tags with shorter T have been developed, thus our system could be extended to faster moving robots. In this experiment, a relatively small sized (6 m × 4.5 m) environment is considered. It is possible to extend our system to a large-scale environment, since the ID data provided by the RFID system could be used to constrain the robot location within an environment region as small as the one considered in this experiment. In some applications, the achieved localization accuracy 0.5 m × 0.5 m may not be satisfactory. In such a case, our system should be extended to the framework of multiple hypothesis tracking (MHT) [22] , as described in Sect. 3.3, and there exist effective methods to improve the localization accuracy in the MHT framework. Finally, our approach regards as relevant every location that is classified as relevant by the corresponding SVM. An alternative approach might be simply regarding the nearest location to the highest tag signal as the winner. Such an approach would be effective if RF signals are sufficiently reliable and almost uniform at every point in time. On the other hand, our approach is rather conservative in only eliminating false candidates that contradict to the features that are learned over periods of time. Such an approach is suitable for the case where individual measurements are less reliable, and is applicable to the MHT framework. It can be concluded that the proposed method of feature extraction and learning SVM classifiers is effective when dealing with low-resolutional time-varying RF signals.
We have also investigated the computational efficiency of the proposed methods. The cost for sensor acquisition and feature extraction was sufficiently low compared with the period time T of tag signals. On the other hand, the cost for learning and classification depends not on the spatial resolution of the tag reader, but on the dimension and the number of the feature vector as well as on the SVM algorithm. The classification cost, using a normal PC (CPU Pentium 4 1.8 GHz, Memory 256 Mbyte) with a large number (1,000) of high (32) dimensional feature vectors, was less than 0.01 s. The learning cost was less than 5 minutes, which is sufficiently low compared with the cost spent by the robot to explore and observe the entire locations.
Tag Arrangement
An experiment of the tag arrangement task is also conducted. In this task, various candidates of the arrangement are generated by the system, and the best arrangements are selected in terms of the user-defined objective (penalty) function (3). For computational feasibility, a practical number (1,000) of candidates are randomly sampled from the huge number (2 25 ) of potential candidates. Although the computational complexity of the method is basically exponential to the number of tags, the actual cost is typically feasible. For example, in this experiment, the time for tag arrangement task is less than 10 minutes, including the time for synthesizing sensor data, feature extraction, learning and classification. It can be said the computational cost is sufficiently low compared with the cost that the user actually creates the tag arrangement in the real environment.
In real applications, the objective function (3) should be set by the user considering the purpose of the individual self-localization tasks. For example, in some applications, increase of the localization accuracy might be most important purpose, and in such a case the weighting coefficient w s should be set higher than the other weights. In some other applications, reduction of the ambiguity might be most important, and w a should be set higher than the other weights. In our experiment, three typical cases are considered that correspond to three different purposes of self-localization, (a) reduction of the tags, (b) increase of the accuracy, (c) reduction of the ambiguity. These three cases respectively correspond to the following parameter settings, (a) (1/4, 1/4),
The tag arrangement results are summarized in Table 1 . For each case (a), (b) or (c), 5 best tag arrangements are indicated. In this table, the first four columns are the evaluation valuesr s ,r a , N T as well as their weighted sum p(L ) defined in (3). The last (fifth) column is a set of tag IDs of the corresponding tag arrangement. For each case, the spatial configurations of the best tag arrangement are described in Fig. 7 . The tags appearing in this figure are emphasized in bold in Table 1 .
It can be concluded that not all the 25 tags are required in each case. For case (a), where reduction of tags is considered most important purpose, spatial density of tags is significantly low, especially any tag is not placed in the left upper region of the room. On the contrary, for case (c), where reduction of the ambiguity is considered most important, tags are placed along the outside wall more densely and in virtually equal intervals. Finally, for case (b), where increase of the localization accuracy is considered most important, although the ambiguity is slightly larger compared to the case (c), the number of tags is significantly lower, 8. In consequence, the proposed technique is able to reduce the number of tags while keeping high-level localization accuracy, thus yield highly efficient tag arrangements as a result.
Conclusions
A solution to purely RFID-based robot localization using a short-range RFID sensor is presented. In the case of short range applications, RFID signals are prone to noises and not always predictable. To deal with such ambiguous sensor measurements, a supervised machine learning technique based on Support Vector Machine is introduced. Our solution is a sensor-based approach, in which virtually no sensor model is defined in advance, but more robust sensor model adapting to individual environments is created by the robot-self in online. This sensor-based approach is then also applied to the tag-arrangement task, in which multiple hypotheses of the arrangement are generated and scored in terms of the localization utility. To enhance the efficiency of the proposed approach, a technique of synthesizing variety of sensor measurements from limited amount of real measurements is proposed. From the experimental results, it can be concluded that the localization accuracy (0.5 m × 0.5 m) achieved by the proposed technique can be higher than the sensor accuracy (3 m) provided by the RFID sensor. This result is sufficient for narrowing the candidates of the robot's location. If we want to uniquely determine the robot's viewpoint, a multi-hypothesis approach would be useful for in-tegrating sensor measurements at multiple viewpoints in the framework of the global localization [22] . Even in such a framework, the proposed technique can be viewed as a robust hypothesis tester for detecting true robot position hypotheses.
There remains some issues to be discussed. Firstly, we focused on active RFID tags. Therefore, the timings of signal sending and receiving could not be controlled by the robot. In the case of passive tags, the timings may be controlled by the robot, which would reduce complexity of the self-localization problem. Secondly, we used homogeneous tags. In real applications, there might be heterogeneous tags with different signal intensities or with different signal intervals. Even in such a case, the various of signal features are expected to be learned adaptively by the proposed machine learning. Thirdly, we chose a sensor-based approach to evaluate utility of tag-arrangement candidates. With comparison to conventional model-based approach, this approach is robust, especially in the case of low accurate sensors like RFID sensor. In the case of RFID sensor, sensor measurements are prone to noises, and not always predictable due to signal occlusions and other many causes. Even in such a case, our sensor-based approach is able to have a realistic prediction since this approach is based on the real sensor data. Finally, we experimented in a static environment. In dynamic office environments, the configuration of tags attached on movable objects could be modified. For consistency, such modifications of tag arrangement have to be detected by the robot-self, and if some modifications are detected, the SVMs should be retrained.
